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THE SÃO PAULO SPEECH

Ladies and gentlemen, your Excellencies,

It is with excitement and a great sense of satisfaction

that I and my fellow Commissioners embark on our Fourth

Meeting here in Sao Paulo. I wish to express our

heartfelt thanks to the State Government of Sao Paulo for

having taken the initiative to extend the invitation to

the Commission and for making this gathering possible, to

the Federal Government of Brazil for giving us its support

and full cooperation, to the people of Brazil for

embracing us with their traditional hospitality and

warmth, and to CETESB and the State Council for the

Environment for hosting and helping us organize the

meeting. I thank you all for being here this morning. My

special thanks go to our Commissioner Paulo Nogueira-Neto

who had such an important role in bringing the Commission

to Brazil and in making our stay an eventful and

interesting one.



Ladies and gentlemen,

The World Commission on Environment and Development was

established, following a recommendation by the General

Assembly of the United Nations, as an independent

commission, composed of eminent individuals from public

life, acting in their personal capacity. The

establishment of the Commission reflects the high priority

assigned to the environment and development issues by the

General Assembly, as well as its concern about current

trends. It has been established at a time when we have

the paradox of a decline in international cooperation and

in multilateralism even though global interdependence is

increasing. There are many reasons for this which I will

not go into but I believe that a common sense of

responsibility for the global environment can form the

basis for a new phase of international cooperation for

development. But this requires a better understanding of

problems and constraints. And that is why our Commission

places so much importance on meetings like this.



Our Commission has made it a matter of policy to hold its

meetings in different countries, to be exposed to a wide

variety of views, to get acquainted first hand with

problems at a field level and to enrich our understanding

with practical experience. By the end of our assignment,

we will have acquired a unique first hand global

perspective which will be invaluable in forging our common

statement and recommendations.

Our meeting here cri Latin American soil represents a key

link in this process. Not only because Latin America

plays a very central and critical role in the evolving

global environment and development perspectiye for the

year 2000 and beyond; but also because its experience, in

particular the effeàts of the international economic

crisis and of the debt burden, have a great deal to tell

us about the situation in the developing countries and

about the North-South dimension of environment and

development issues.



Being in Brazil adds a very special meaning and value to

this fourth, midway meeting of the Commission. Brazil

assembles within a single nation a whole spectrum of

issues and challenges, ranging from those that have to do

with underdevelopment, poverty and the related

environmental degradation, to those related to the leading

edge of science, technology and industrialization.

Let me mention a few points arising from our site visits,

which are relevant to our global inquiry, and especially

to our agenda here in Sac Paulo. As you know, here we

shall be discussing in particular human settlements,

tropical forests and the link between international

economic relations, environment and development.

In the few days we have already spent here in Brazil, we

saw Cubatao, a drastic reminder and an alarming

illustration of where industry and investment oblivious to

environmental considerations can lead. It also vividly

and pungently illustrates the fact that many of the

pollution-related environmental problems have become very

serious in many localities in the developing world,

contrary to widespread popular belief. a



We are holding our meeting in Sao Paulo which is one of

the world's great "mega-cities". It offers us a glimpse

of one of the most rapid and radical social

transformations that history has seen, namely the

urbanization of the developing world. It is estimated

that the urban population of the Third World will almost

double between now and the turn of the century. Many

cities are growing so rapidly as to outpace and overwhelm

their infrastructure, pose tremendous problems of

management and employment, and result in marked social and

environmental deterioration. The Sao Paulo and the

Brazilian experience in general has a lot to contribute to

rethinking the role of and approaches to the process of

urbanization arid the management of mega-cities.

Brazil, like most countries, has also witnessed the

effects of cash crop agriculture on soil and on local

environment. Cash crop agriculture is not bad per Se. In

fact, it often is the best way of using land and

increasing incomes. However, when it is export oriented,

it is subject to a great deal of uncertainty about demand

and about prices. In this situation a short-term calculus

prevails and there is a tendency to pay little or no

attention to the sustainability of agriculture. The end

result can be total degradation of land. The very base of



development is thus undermined hurting most the poor and

accentuating rural poverty and deprivation. In the case

of Brazil, where land is abundant, the pressures move

elsewhere, possibly to lead again to the vicious circle of

land degradation and rural poverty. In marty other

developing countries, where similar processes occur, land

may not be so abundant; the end of the line will be

reached very quickly with disastrous effects for the

society and its people.

We visited an alcohol factory, an impressive testimony of

Brazil's self-reliant and pioneering effort to create an

indigenous source of energy from biomass, starting from

local conditions and needs and based on its own

technological capabilities. The successes and

shortcomings of this programme and the questions that it

has given rise to, touch upon some of the core issues of

how developing countries should respond to energy and

resource dilemmas. Gasohol has eased some of Brazil's

problems and given it more time to adjust. However, it

has by no means removed from the agenda the need to evolve

a comprehensive social response and a development style

that is less wasteful of energy and resources.



At the end of our stay, we shall travel to Amazonia to get

a glimpse of one of the world's last great frontiers,

containing a substantial part of the world's remaining

tropical forest and untold mineral riches. Brazil,

together with the other countries of the sub-region

grouped in the Aniazonian Pact, faces one of the great

challenges of our age, that of developing Amazonia and

drawing on its wealth, and at the same time preserving its

developmental and environmental potential for the future

and the generations to come.

Ladies and gentlemen,

Brazil is unique. At the same time Brazil is also

representative of the challenges that environment and

development issues have placed in front of all of us, and

in particular before developing countries.
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I think that the examples cited above demonstrate clearly

that these issues have come to stay and have become very

central to the development process. Yet, you will

remember that some 15 years ago, at the beginning of the

international debate on environment and development, in

the heat of the argumentation and in response to extreme

conservationist and anti-growth arguments, the view

prevailed among most developing countries that development

comes first, and that environment is something that could

be left for later. A concern for the environment, it was

argued, is a luxury which the poor countries could not

afford.

This was and unfortunately sometimes still is the view

commonly held among politicians and decision-makers, not

only in the developing world but also in industrial

countries. It is a consequence of a still superficial

perception and understanding of environment and

development issues.



We have advanced a considerable distance since then. We

have learned a lot and experienced a good deal. We have

come to understand that environment is not a luxury, nor

can it be postponed for later. In some cases these issues

represent matters of immediate survival; in other cases

today's actions or failures to act can be very costly to

society and undermine its development prospects. It is

now clear, and more and more people accept that a sound

development policy and a sound environmental policy are

the same both with respect to means and ends. Yet we

still have a long way to go. The challenge really is to

see that this basic principle is reflected fully in

international economic relations, in development plans and

in economic and social policies

In many parts of the world economic growth is necessary

also for the management of the environment. But growth

and development are not sustainable if we ignore

environmental considerations. Yet these considerations do

get ignored, and there are basically two reasons for

this: Firstly, short-term pressures dominate

policy-making and this generally means that environmental

concerns are suppressed. Secondly, many governments do

not respond to the needs of the poor who suffer most when

the environment deteriorates or when disaster strikes.
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The poor do not have the power to influence policy,

nationally or internationally. We can see this starkly in

the crisis of sub-Saharan Africa, in the destruction of

tropical forests, and also in other so called

environmental problems like urban degradation.

The fundamental connection between environment and

development is obvious. And yet we carry on as if the two

were separate. I believe that the most urgent task we

face today is to build a consensus, within and among

nations, on basic environment and development goals. That

is one of the major tasks before our Commission.

But building a consensus on goals is not enough. There

are important differences when it comes both to

understanding the causes of problems and to recommending

appropriate actions and policies to deal with them. A

useful starting point is acceptance of the fact that

dealing with environmental problems will not be effective

if we limit ourselves to symptoms only and that their root

causes also have to be tackled.
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Ladies and gentlemen,

I think that it is high time environmental considerations

gain full entry into the global political and economic

dialogue, instead of being left waiting in an ante chamber.

The importance of the international economic context for

the environment and development situation in developing

countries is all too obvious. The Public Hearings that we

are to embark upon will feature the effects of the

international economic crisis and of the debt situation on

the countries of the region, on their social and

development goals and process, and on their environment.

But we must also recognize that the likelihood of

international action on sustainable development is not

very high, unless the whole process of development and

growth is given a new impetus.



We are faced today with a profound and serious crisis in

multilateral international cooperation. The system which

was built-up in connection with the reconstruction after

World War II is obsolete, inadequate and is not

functioning prqperly. It has not been adequately adjusted

to cope with new challenges. Attitudes to international

cooperation in many countries have changed in favour of

short-sighted selfishness and cynicism. We need a new

deal for international cooperation, as the United Nations

prepares to enter the fifth decade of its existence and

deal with issues that will shape the 21st century.

In my view, a new phase of international cooperation must

respond to three basic challenges: The first is the

assurance of sustainable development through the

integration of environmental and developmental policies.

The second is the task of fashioning a viable system of

global security. The third is the urgent need to halt the

arms race. These three challenges are closely

interlinked. The ways we deal with them will determine

our common future.



Friends,

We have a responsibility to the young who will take over

the management of our planet by the turn of this century

and for whom we must prepare a viable future.

We need to give them an opportunity to express themselves

and to affect the policy and decision-making process.

This is why education, communication and participation are

of such critical importance and hold the key to our common

future.

The challenges of environment and development require

action by people in all spheres: direct action at the

grassroot-level is essential, so is watchdog monitoring,

and political action.



Thank you.
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Our Public Hearings provide a unique resource for the

Commission. But they are more than that. They are also

an attempt to link directly ordinary people all over the

world with the highest levels of policy-making nationally

and internationally. We now see that the environmental

imperative, the need to do something about the

deterioration of our surroundings, is a requirement and

test of democracy in our age. We must rise to the

challenge in order to ensure sustainable development. We

need sustainable development if we are to create a viable

and equitable future for all people who inhabit Spaceship

Earth.

I wish to end on this note, by saluting the Brazilian

people and their representatives, and bidding well to

their renewed democratic experiment which holds a high

promise of a better tomorrow and of meeting the

environment and development challenges which will figure

so prominently in your country's destiny and that of the

world at large.
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The state of Sào Paulo, because of its historical circuirstances, has besn
the forerunner in enconanic and industrial grth in the country. It also
felt the bitter consequences of pollution - the deterioration of its
rivers, the dark pall which blotted out its blue sky, the disfigurthtent
of its landscape by rruntains of urban and industrial wastes, sate highly
toxic - before the rest of tbe nation. This picture is at odds with the
oxlcept of cxztplete, balanced develcpnent.

In 1972, when the Brazilian participant in Stockoim took up the basic
thesis of grcwth at any cost and spoke of tbe Central verritent of the
time, he was probably unaware that at that same time the goverrnent of
sk Paulo had already taken measures in pollution control. Effluents,
fixed sources of air pollution, arx'. the agro-ir.ustries of sugar, alcohol
fuel, ar cellulose ware subject to vernrrent control. In 'dditon, air
quality in tropo1itan So Paulo was being rrcnitored. In 1986, SB

was already in existarice in an bryonic stage of what it has become.
day, now that we have alirost a quarter of a century of experience in

systnatical1y rking in defense of the environment, what star.s out rvst
in this organization is the constant prioritization of the irovnent of
hnan resources ar the search for techrlogica1 develotirent - all with the
intent of establishing a secure basis for pollution control.

ring this evolutionary process, we have e to enass the entire state
of São Paulo, with headquarters in this city arii 25 regional branches. air
objective has developed fran sirrple pollution control to advancrent in
envirorznental develonent '5 this imposes a policy of didactic interaction
within the entire CETESB cctlex. The priority actions of this new position
are directed at cxximmities in the interior of the state through advisory
txards to municipal systas of water, sewage, public sanitation, ar planning.
t'triat has consolidated is a group effort of providing incentives to Municipal
Advisory Councils for Protection of the Envirorent (MD's) ax to active
caiinunity group participation.

Control measures caiie to rely on growizj legal action, correcti ye ai preventativE

As a result of legislation in 1976, measures ware introduced for licensing
potentially polluting activities before they begin operation. These measures
have bene rrore important as their score has broadened with the passage
of time; now lixiustries which want to open new facilities must sunit an
inventory of all the pollution control equipnent they plan to install to



CEIESB for approval. The authorization of the installation of this equinent
is formalized in a serx license after the factory is oripleted ar before
it begins operations.

The systan of licensing prior to allowing operations to begin also examines
whether or rt the enterprise onforxns to laws of lard use, thus avoiding the

nstruction of irxustries in inaropriate locations. Therefore, through
envirorinental planning, wide-range preventative measures which maintain evirorfne]
quality develop. Such a systan beccxnes an efficient means of obtaining a true
balance anr the diverse legitimate uses of gecgraphic space, guaranteeing
protection of the environment at the same time it optimizes agricultural,
ix1ustrial,and urban activities essential to the ernic life of each region.

The cunlexity of aninistering the advannent of environmental develoznent
caused to opt for a matrix systan: its four Plans cmtrise 38 Programs,
which in turn cQnprise approximately 150 Projects.

The nost ambitious Program in progress ncerns Cubatio, an ir.ustrial nplex

of ill factories grouped into 23 aanies that is squeezed between a nountain
range ar the sea near the ix,rt of Santos.

This program - which was planned in one year arx will be impinented in the
three years that retain of the present governmentt s term in office - was
presented as São Paulo greatest environmental challenge by both the specialized
scientific rrm.mity az the national ar international press. It entails
inlenenting ocrrective measures in 320 sources of irustrial ppllution
resnsible for health problns in a pilation of 80,000 ar for adversely
affecting extrnely impprtant easystars, such as the mangrove swamps along
the estuary of the Cubatão River ai the tropical rainforests along the Serra
do az irountain range on the Atlantic cxDast.

The state received a 22 million dollar loan fran the T,rld Bank, ar with the
finerial support of an investi.xnent program of the iri.ustries, channeled this
noney into an effort that will involve one hurred million dollars

This program achieved one third of the expected results in its first year,
reducing aroximately 100 out of 320 ppllution sources ar thus lowering
the ruinber of crisis situations reguiring nergency alerts or shut-downs fran
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twelve to seven fran winter 1984 to winter 1985. In severely critical sitations,
ESB authorizes a total halt of 1luting activities in the industries for

periods of twenty to thirty hours, and sometimes for even longer periods.

As a methodological distinction of this Program, cxtTmniity narticipation in
following the orogress of these measures should be cited. This participation
is facilitated by the public evaluations held by Ltr.SB in City Hall, open to
all interested segments of the community. In these evaluations, information on
each action's timetable is presented whether the action is progressing ahead of
schedule, on schedule, or behind schedule . In the latter case, reasons,valid or
not, are given and penalties are applied.

This public method of aättinistration created intense expectations and ivtivation
and brought a1ut closer relationships anng the three parties involved:
industry, government, and canrnunity. These parties ceased bickering airng thselvE
in order to 9eal with rrron issues in an objective, professional way. Our

bined efforts will soon thrn Cubat.o into a clean, ITcde.rn, organized industrial
canpiex.

On the occasion of this Fourth meting of the rld Cannission on viroritent
and Develoxnent, I uld like to offer the Cubatäo Program as a case study
for evaluation by the distinguished IflflberS of this prestigious international
calTnissiOn.

Thank you very much.
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